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This environmental scan offers a summary of current non-governmental settlement services 

in Winnipeg, highlighting the work of service provider organizations (SPOs), ethno-cultural 

organizations, and the faith community.   

Additionally, it reviews the history of non-governmental settlement services in Winnipeg, 

captures reflections on partnership and coordination within the settlement sector, and 
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Introduction 
 

Winnipeg has a strong and vibrant non-governmental settlement service sector.  Manitoba is often 

looked at as a national leader in settlement services1, with others learning from its best practices and 

service delivery experience.  A large part of this success is due to the work of non-governmental 

organizations which deliver settlement services in Winnipeg.   

This report is an environmental scan of non-governmental settlement services in Winnipeg, with a 

specific focus on Service Provider Organizations (SPOs).  Beyond compiling a list of current 

settlement services in Winnipeg (see attached list), interviews with those involved in the settlement 

sector provided insight into how the sector operates and has evolved.   This scan includes an 

examination of the history of settlement and settlement services in Winnipeg, partnerships and 

collaboration within the settlement sector, coordination of the sector, and current gaps or 

opportunities in settlement services in Winnipeg. 

While the focus of this report examines the experience of SPOs, it also acknowledges the efforts of 

the federal and provincial governments, and the work of ethno cultural communities and faith based 

organizations in supporting and integrating newcomers in Winnipeg.  The bulk of the analysis 

provided here is drawn from interviews with 24 individuals, including representatives from Winnipeg 

based SPOs, government officials and Manitoba based researchers.  These interviews were 

supplemented by a document review and web based review of organizations and programs in 

Winnipeg.    

History of Immigration and Settlement Services 
 

The evolution of non-governmental settlement services in Manitoba has been tightly tied to 

government policy and philosophy related to immigration and settlement support.  Manitoba 

settlement services have grown and evolved as immigration to Manitoba has increased and 

diversified, funding was made more available, and as both federal and provincial government 

support for settlement developed and changed.  Understanding this history provides a context 

around current settlement services in the city. 

The first significant push for immigration to Winnipeg begins with the creation of the Province of 

Manitoba in 1870.  There was a strong desire by the government to ‘settle’ Manitoba and other 

provinces and territories with European settlers who would help grow and develop the province.  

Two legislative Acts that supported this work were the Dominion Lands Act (1872) and the Indian Act 

                                                           
1
 This was expressed in several interviews and is also noted in literature, including in Gerald Clement, Thomas 

Carter and Robert Vineberg, “Case Study: The Realignment System of Settlement Service Delivery in Manitoba 
1999-2013” Immigration Research West, March 30, 2013 
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(1876).  The Dominion Lands Act granted land to settlers for free or $102 while the Indian Act 

removed Indigenous people from land and limited their movement to ensure the ‘safe’ settlement of 

newcomers.  It was government policy through such legislation that began to shape settlement 

patterns and services in Manitoba. 

Immigration to Manitoba and Winnipeg began increasing by 1890, spiking significantly around 1910 

and then slowly declining until the 1920s.  Winnipeg’s population grew substantially during this 

period, with 80% of the city’s growth attributed to immigration3.  For example, Winnipeg’s 

population was 23,000 in 1890, 79,957 in 1905 and 212,889 in 1915.  This means Winnipeg welcomed 

over 100,000 newcomers in the 10 years between 1905 and 1915.   During this phase of immigration 

the Government of Canada was promoting emigration from Europe and therefore most people 

settling in Winnipeg were European, with the majority being English speaking. 

During this time the federal government offered limited settlement support through Immigration 

Halls4 (temporary housing) and Dominion Land Act office.  The bulk of settlement support in 

Winnipeg was delivered by faith communities and ethno cultural groups who formed volunteer 

organizations, such as Aid Societies, or offered informal support.   One example, still active in 

supporting newcomers today, is Mount Carmel Clinic, established in 1903.  

Across Canada, immigration was practically non-existent during the 1930s and 1940s5, and this trend 

was reflected in Winnipeg.  With the Citizenship Act of 1947 and influx of post war European 

refugees, immigration received a small boost and the federal government struck Citizenship Councils 

in major cities across Canada.  These Councils consisted of voluntary agencies working in partnership 

with three levels of government to provide initial settlement support and citizenship ceremonies.  

The Government’s key intention was for the Councils to help newcomers attain citizenship.  Through 

this initiative, the Citizenship Council of Manitoba was established in Winnipeg.  The Winnipeg 

Council grew out of a committee of social agencies who recognized the employment, housing, 

recreation and welfare needs of newcomers to the city.6  Federal support for the local Citizenship 

Council eventually ended but the members continued its work, eventually becoming the 

International Centre and then the Immigrant Centre, which remains an important settlement service 

in Winnipeg today.  Also during the 1940s, what is known today as Manitoba Interfaith and 

Immigration Council (MIIC) was established by volunteers to support those displaced as a result of 

World War II7.   

                                                           
2
 for more info see Government of Canada “Forging our Legacy: Canadian Citizenship and Immigration, 1900-1977” 

3
 Alan F.J. Artibise, Winnipeg : A Social History of Urban Growth, 1874-1914. Montreal: MQUP, 1975, chapter 4  

4
 for more information see Robert Vineberg "Welcoming Immigrants at the Gateway to Canada’s West: 

Immigration Halls in Winnipeg, 1872–1975" Manitoba History. No. 65, Winter 2011 
5
 CIC, Facts and Figures 2003: Immigration Overview, http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2010/cic/Ci1-

8-2003-eng.pdf 
6
 see the history of Immigrant Centre, “65 Years of Service – Immigrant Centre Manitoba”,  September 2012 

http://icmanitoba.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/IC-History.pdf 
7
 see history of MIIC, http://www.miic.ca/history.aspx 

http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2010/cic/Ci1-8-2003-eng.pdf
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2010/cic/Ci1-8-2003-eng.pdf
http://icmanitoba.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/IC-History.pdf
http://www.miic.ca/history.aspx
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By the late 1950s and early 1960s there was a shift in the approach to settlement policy. Immigration 

to Canada was in decline8 , there was decreasing financial support for settlement services and the 

Federal Government moved away from supporting citizenship councils in major cities across the 

country. Along with support from ethno cultural communities (formal and informal) and volunteer or 

faith community organizing, the only SPOs operating in Winnipeg for the decades between 1940 and 

1980 were the International Centre (Immigrant Centre) and MIIC.  

Between the 1960s and 1980s Manitoba welcomed an average of 5,000 – 7,000 immigrants and 

refugees a year, with most newcomers to the province settling in Winnipeg.  While European 

immigrants and refugees continued to dominate the newcomer population, the 1970s brought 

increasing diversity. In 1975 there were nearly 2,000 newcomers from Asia (Philippines, India, and 

Hong Kong) to Manitoba, for example.  Around 1974 the federal government’s interest in financially 

supporting settlement services strengthened and the Federal Settlement Program was created.  

Financial support was provided to large cities that settled a high proportion of immigrants and 

refugees.  At that time Winnipeg did not welcome enough newcomers to access the funding made 

available.    

The Government of Canada responded to the refugee crisis in the 1980s, welcoming Asian and Latin 

American refugees. This added greater diversity to the newcomer population in Winnipeg.   The 

federal government granted funding to existing organizations to help with the settlement of 

refugees including churches and the long established Immigrant Centre.  With the increasing 

diversity of newcomers, settlement services began to have an increased focus on language and 

occupational training and support.9   By the late 1980s and 1990s a small number of additional SPOs 

were established to support refugee settlement and employment including: Hospitality House 

Refugee Ministry, Immigrant and Refugee Community Organization of Manitoba (IRCOM), Success 

Skills Centre, and Immigrant Refugee Health Program (the predecessor of Sexuality Education 

Resource Centre).  Some local businesses also played a key role.  The Federal Government’s call for 

tenders for refugee housing were open to anyone, and for several years Winnipeg’s Balmoral Hotel 

won the bid to house immigrants and refugees and the hotel became home to newcomer families.   

                                                           
8
 CIC, Facts and Figures 2003 

9
 for more see Robert Vineberg, Responding to Immigrats’ Settlement Needs: The Canadian Experience,  New York: 

Springer, 2012 
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Important shifts happened within government that drastically affected settlement services in the 

1990s and 2000s.  By the mid-1990s, 

immigration to Winnipeg was fairly 

low, with Winnipeg welcoming an 

average of 3,200 immigrants and 

refugees a year between 1996 and 

200010.  In addition to the few SPOs 

operating at the time, ethno-cultural 

organizations were receiving limited 

funding for English language training.  

Then, between 1996 and 2008 three 

things occurred that had a large 

impact on settlement support and 

immigration to Manitoba and 

Winnipeg.  First, Canada and Manitoba 

signed an agreement to realign settlement services to the Province.11   This new agreement was 

called the Canada-Manitoba Immigration Agreement (CMIA).  At the same time, the Federal and 

Provincial governments signed the Provincial Nominee Agreement, establishing the Manitoba 

Provincial Nominee Program (MPNP) which was a strategic means for Manitoba to increase 

immigration in order to effect economic growth.   The Province established very intentional targets 

to increase immigration substantially until 2016.12 The third factor was that the federal government 

significantly increased settlement funding to the provinces in 2008.   During this decade, immigration 

to Winnipeg increased significantly13 with a growing number of Provincial Nominees, while funding 

for settlement work was increasing and becoming highly coordinated by the Province. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
10

 Tom Carter, “Attracting Immigrants to Smaller Urban and Rural Communities: Lessons Learned from the 
Manitoba Provincial Nominee Program” Migration & Integration (2008) 9:161-183 
11

 for more see Gerald Carter, Thomas Carter and Robert Vineberg (2013) 
12

 Tom Carter (2008) 
13

 Province of Manitoba, Manitoba Immigration Facts: 2012 Statistical Report 

 
Source: Tom Carter (2008) 

 

 

Source: Manitoba Immigration Facts: 2012 Statistical Report 
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In this decade of growth in immigration and settlement funding, settlement services in Winnipeg 

also experienced growth.   By mid-2005, the limited language training services and few SPOs 

established prior to the late 1990s were complimented by an initial expansion of language training, 

the creation of the first Neighbourhood Immigrant Settlement Workers (NISWs), and the 

establishment of a small number of new SPOs, such as Newcomer Employment and Education 

Development Services (NEEDS Centre).  It was also during this time that Manitoba’s coordination of 

settlement services facilitated the creation of the Entry Program (2004) and Winnipeg English 

Language Assessment and Referral Centre (WELARC) (2007).  The majority of settlement services 

were based in central Winnipeg but it was in these years that a small extension of services beyond 

central Winnipeg began.  Around 2002 there were a handful of community organizations developing 

newcomer specific programming for the first time, including the Salvation Army and Supporting 

Employment and Economic Development Winnipeg (SEED). 

With the provincial government’s focus on immigration, the growth in immigration seen by 2008 

continued in the following years.   Manitoba welcomed 3,725 newcomers in 1999, over 11,000 in 2008 

and nearly 16,000 in 2011.14  As Clement, Carter and Vineberg note, the Province saw a 328% increase 

in immigration from 1999 to 2011.  It was around 2008 and 2009 that the steady growth in settlement 

services experienced a boost responding to the immigration trends and needs and an influx of 

funding from the Federal Government.  At the same time, settlement services became increasingly 

community based.  For example, there was the creation of MOSAIC Newcomer Family Resource 

Network (2009) that coordinated community-based language programming, the establishment of 

new SPOs such as New Journey Housing, and increased settlement work done within schools. There 

was also increased involvement of community organizations with limited previous involvement in 

immigrant and refugee support that began newcomer specific programming.  This increased 

involvement of community organizations included organizations hosting the expanding NISW 

program in neighbourhoods beyond central Winnipeg and the creation of new programs such as the 

Spence Neighbourhood Association (SNA) Newcomer Youth Project and the Peaceful Village 

Program through the Manitoba School Improvement Program.  Prior to this there were few 

community based organizations with newcomer programming.   During this time there was also 

increased support for francophone services, including the development of Accueil Francophone 

offering settlement services in French.   By 2012 two umbrella organizations existed to support 

settlement work - Manitoba Immigrant and Refugee Settlement Sector Association (MIRSSA) and 

Manitoba English as an Additional Language Organization (MEALO). 

 

  

                                                           
14

 ibid, and Clement, Carter & Vineberg (2013) 
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Winnipeg Settlement Services  
 

This environmental scan identified numerous nongovernmental settlement supports in Winnipeg, 

including 61 Service Provider Organizations; 86 Ethno Cultural Groups and 40 Faith Based 

Organizations.  

Service Provider Organizations  
SPOs active in settlement services were defined for this Environmental Scan as those non-

governmental service organizations with a mission or mandate of serving newcomers or a program 

or service specifically designed to support newcomers.  This analysis does not include the work of 

organizations that offer services many newcomers access, but are not specifically geared or targeted 

to them, such as community recreation programing, health care services or general employment 

services.  This review also does not account for government delivered services (pre-arrival or post 

arrival) or the services of professional associations15. 

There are a variety of services and supports that immigrants and refugees can access in Winnipeg.  

Of the 61 organizations identified, the following number of organizations are involved in the areas of 

support and service delivery identified: 

Education 12 

Employment 25 

General Settlement Support 19 

Health & Wellness 13 

Housing 8 

Language Services 31 

Mental Health 12 

Recreation 14 

Seniors 4 

Women & Family Support 24 

Youth Support 33 
 

Most settlement services are offered in central Winnipeg.  There are some community based services 

offered outside of the city centre and the majority of those services are based in schools or involve 

French language organizations.  For the most part, the services located outside of central Winnipeg 

include English as an Additional Language (EAL) or community based language supports or the 

services offered through neighbourhood based NISWs (Neighbourhood Immigrant Settlement 

Workers). 

                                                           
15

 many professional associations support internationally trained professionals with credentials recognition.  For a 
list of services see the Manitoba Fairness Commissioner’s website: http://www.manitobafairnesscommissioner.ca 
 

http://www.manitobafairnesscommissioner.ca/resources/links/
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The Language Services category of support includes EAL classes as well as other supports 

(conversation circles, online programs and English for Specific Purposes).  Language services in 

Winnipeg are quite robust, available in schools, post-secondary institutions, community based 

organizations or connected with employment services.  Historically, language services have been the 

highest funded settlement service offered in Manitoba. 

Other service areas showing high levels of SPO involvement include Youth Support, Employment 

Services, Women & Family Support and General Settlement Services.   While multiple SPOs are 

involved in offering these services there does not appear to be a lot of overlap or duplication of 

programs.  Many of the services support different client groups in different ways, through offering 

programming in a different neighbourhoods or with a certain specialization.  For example there are 

33 youth related supports yet they offer a variety of programming (counseling, recreation, youth 

programming, employment and education), targeted to different youth (neighbourhood based, age, 

life experience, etc.), and operating in different areas of the city. 

There are 12 -13 SPOs supporting mental health and general health and wellness.  Many of these 

supports include how to navigate the health care system or interpretation services.  Some include 

health information that is translated or delivered in a culturally appropriate fashion.  There is a 

limited number of SPOs that offer direct health services, but those that are offered include nutrition 

programming, counseling or health assessments.   

Some areas of support involve few SPOs.  There are only four SPOs that offer direct support to 

seniors.  Several of those services are focused on EAL training for seniors.  There are only eight 

organizations that offer housing support.  There are generally two areas of services offered within 

housing, providing affordable housing or support in securing housing (workshops, information 

session, supports, etc.). 

Ethno Cultural Organizations 

Ethno-cultural communities provide a great deal of support to newcomers.  Ethno-cultural 

communities offer much needed informal support such as navigating systems, emotional support, 

translation, job search support, and even housing.  In addition to this, some ethno-cultural 

communities in Winnipeg offer formalized programming or services for newcomers including 

homework clubs, parenting classes or language training. 

Ethno-cultural organizations also shift and change in their support and focus as their communities 

become more established in Winnipeg.   There appears to be a continuum of support offered by 

ethno-cultural communities directly related to how long the communities have been in Winnipeg.  

For example, Polish, Ukrainian and German communities have shifted into cultural and social support 

today, while 40-100 years ago they were much more active in direct settlement support.  More 

recent immigrant and refugee communities in Winnipeg are more focused on direct settlement 

support, helping those newly arrived to navigate systems, find work or access services.    
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Faith Based Organizations 

From 1980-1970 the majority of Winnipeg’s immigrant and refugee population included Christian 

Europeans.  Therefore, for decades the majority of faith based work around supporting immigrants 

and refugees was done by the Christian communities and organizations.  The Jewish community has 

historically been active in supporting Jewish immigrants and as immigration has diversified there is 

an increasing number of other faith communities organized to support newcomers.   For example, in 

recent years the Muslim community has become increasingly active. Since the 1980’s, much of that 

faith based work has involved refugee sponsorship and support.  There are some organizations that 

provide additional support such as Islamic Social Services Association or Jewish Child and Family 

Services. 

While some faith based work happens within individual faith communities there is also coordination 

and partnership between the faith communities.  By the early 1990s it was largely faith based 

communities that organized to form the Refugee Sponsorship Group whose aim was to coordinate 

and connect around refugee sponsorship.  Today various multi-faith partnerships continue, again 

primarily focused on refugee sponsorship.     

Working Together 
 

The settlement sector in Manitoba has become recognized nationally for its best practices.  The 

reputation Winnipeg services have developed can be attributed, in part, to how actors within the 

sector work together, both in overall sector coordination and partnership.  The Winnipeg context is 

unique and settlement services have a long tradition of working collaboratively.  This collaborative 

environment has been intentionally fostered and valued within the sector. 

Sector Coordination 
After a program review in 1995/6, Canada Immigration (CIC) was looking to the Province to take over 

administration of the Settlement Program.   It was not until 1998 that Manitoba and the federal 

government finalized the CMIA agreement, and Manitoba assumed administration and coordination 

of settlement services in April 1999.16  The Province saw this work connected with their interest in 

increased immigration and their experience in language training developed through the re-

integration of returning Mennonite families from Mexico and South America.  At the start of the 

agreement, CIC transferred $3.7 million in resources to Manitoba for settlement services.  By 2012/13 

the transfer of resources reached $36 million.17  This growth was due to increasing immigration to 

Manitoba and an increase in federal support for settlement work.  The Province also supported 

settlement work with additional resources. 

                                                           
16

 for more information on the realignment of settlement services see Clement, Carter & Vineberg (2013) 
17

 ibid 
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Manitoba’s coordination of settlement work saw the creation of an integrated service delivery 

model, with services addressing pre-arrival and post arrival language assessment, orientation and 

services (integrated and employment services, and language training).  To oversee the delivery of 

settlement services, the Province developed the Manitoba Immigrant Integration Program (MIIP) 

with two branches, one for EAL and one for settlement and integration services. The strategic 

planning and program design that MIIP brought meant it identified needs (through consultation with 

the community) and then sought out service providers to meet those needs.  All services were 

delivered through a growing number of third party SPOs in a highly coordinated approach.   The 

Province routinely connected with, and brought together SPOs as part of their coordination and 

service design and support efforts.    They also established new centralized services in 2004 (Entry 

Program) and 2010 (Manitoba Start). 

The Province’s coordinated and integrated delivery model played an important role in the creation of 

the highly regarded settlement services Manitoba is known for today.  This high level coordination 

produced numerous benefits.  The Provinces’ participation facilitated inter-agency communication 

and connections to other provincial departments and services. One drawback was a restricted 

amount of freedom on the part of SPOs, yet it also meant more opportunity for collaboration, a 

limited sense of competition, and shared information and research.   

In April 2012 the federal government decided to realign settlement services administration back to 

CIC and in April 2013 the Province ended their administration and coordination role.  Today CIC’s 

oversight is described as highly administrative, lacking the high level of coordination offered 

previously under the Province.  The environment has changed from being highly coordinated and 

collaborative to less coordinated, with increased freedom and growing competition.   

Nearly all SPOs interviewed said explicitly that they miss the high level coordination and support 

offered by the Province.  Some identified immediate negative impacts associated with the shift in 

emphasis on coordination that came with the ending of CMIA and the Province’s involvement.  These 

impacts include a lack of access to information and research, less interagency communication and a 

growing sense of competition.  Without sector level coordination they feel these negative impacts 

will only increase over time. 

Representatives of the SPO’s interviewed said they recognize the large amount of time and 

resources that went into the sector coordination they experienced under the Province for 14 years.  

They acknowledged that it’s not an easy role to assume and no SPO is in the position to assume that 

role at this time.  Many respondents hoped that LIP Winnipeg (Local Immigration Partnership 

Winnipeg) would fill some of the sector coordination gaps left as a result of this shift in the 

settlement program oversight.   

Partnership and Collaboration 

The settlement sector in Winnipeg is also seen as highly collaborative, with a history of settlement 

agencies working together, at many levels, to support immigrants and refugees settling into the city.  
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SPOs find tremendous value in partnerships and collaboration within the settlement sector as well as 

across other sectors.   

Partnerships within Winnipeg SPOs were described by respondents as stimulating, bridge building, 

service enhancing and, to some, even essential.  Many SPOs noted that partnerships within the 

sector allow them to more fully support newcomers while at the same time developing their own 

specific expertise.  Their collaborative approach to serving newcomers also means they can 

collectively build a holistic system of supports for individuals or families new to Winnipeg.  

Partnerships are also linked to boosting the creativity of organizations, be it in their ability to 

maximize resources or problem solve challenges.  Through partnerships the collective voice of SPOs 

has also been strengthened.  One example of this is MIRSSA and MEALO’s ability to bring a 

Manitoban voice to national forums.    

While highly regarded, partnerships within the sector are not seen as perfect.  Not all involved in the 

sector are able to dedicate the same amount of time and resources required to nurture and sustain 

partnerships.  Different agencies also hold different levels of interest or philosophies around 

partnering.  SPOs recognized that working collaboratively takes energy, resources and willingness 

that is not always available.  Yet there exists an overwhelming sense within SPOs working in the 

sector that the partnerships and collaborations they are involved in are effective and valued.   

There are a few factors that contribute to an environment that highly values sector partnership.  

Firstly, for the last 14 years MIIP has intentionally coordinated settlement services that involved 

multiple SPOs and ensured communication and collaborative opportunities.  Secondly, Winnipeg is a 

small city with many small organizations that benefit from working with each other to provide 

service, particularly with organization that complement their own services.  Thirdly, the environment 

in Winnipeg means that individuals within organizations are able to develop relationships and build 

trust with other agency staff, thereby making partnership and collaboration even more possible or 

desirable. 

As a result of the environment and shared value around working collaboratively, SPOs are highly 

engaged in partnerships and collaborations, both within the settlement sector and across other 

service sectors.  This engagement takes many forms:  

a) Program Partnership  

SPOs come together to co-create or enhance a program.  This work largely occurs between 

one or more settlement SPOs but it also occurs between settlement SPOs and organizations 

from other sectors.  One example is IRCOM’s partnership with the community economic 

development organization, SEED Winnipeg, to create the Asset Building program.   

 

b) Networks & Umbrella Organizations  

Umbrella organizations (MIRSSA, MEALO) and committees (Refugee Sponsorship Group) 

offer sector specific space for SPOs to work together to coordinate activities, for resource 

development, or advocacy.  They also provide opportunity to reach out to those outside of 
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the sector.  SPOs have found cross sector organizing incredibly helpful for navigating, 

communicating, and developing programming beyond the settlement sector.   Examples 

include UMOJA (which fosters newcomer-police relations), NOWAN (Network for War 

Affected Newcomers - for refugee health care and related services), and Child and Family 

Services – Newcomer Reference Group. 

 

c) Support  

SPO staff offer support to each other through formal and informal connections.  Many staff 

are self-motivated and connect with each other on an informal basis (such as the Executive 

Directors Committee), while there are also more formalized support structures such as the 

lending of staff from one agency to another.  Staff also come together through conferencing 

or round tables to address the needs of specific clients. 

 

d) Resource Referral 

Many SPOs reported that they believe their services are enhanced by the ability to refer 

clients to other SPOs or to where additional resources are available.  In this way they find 

tremendous value in connecting newcomers with supports that may differ from their own, 

but are offered in other SPOs.  Several agencies work hard to ensure their staff are familiar 

with other services in order to enhance their ability to do strong resource referral.  At the 

same time, agencies are grateful for the referrals they receive from other SPOs, with certain 

agencies relying solely on client referrals.   Some SPOs also actively connect with ethno-

cultural communities to provide opportunities for resource promotion and support referral.         

 

e) Resource Sharing 

SPOs share a variety of resources with each other.  With a high need for interpreters, 

organizations contract from each other or share interpretation services, for example.  They 

also share or lend out space for program delivery or gatherings and shares equipment.  

 

f) Learning  

Opportunities to learn from and with each other happens in various forms, for example at 

conferences; by co-hosting professional development opportunities and by welcoming other 

agency staff to join in-house training.  SPOs also partner with others (such as government 

departments) to help those less familiar to learn more about settlement services or barriers 

to settlement.   

Partnership Threats and Opportunities 

The partnership environment that has been created over the past 14 years is not immune to being 

challenged or changed.  At the same time, to maintain the existing level of partnership and to help 

collaborations thrive, respondents have identified several opportunities to grow and develop the 

sectors’ working together.   
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Several respondents noted two threats to the current degree of partnership present among SPOs: 

limited resources and apparent discouragement by CIC.  As noted above, working in partnership can 

be of great value but it does not happen without the dedication of time, energy and resources.  The 

stretching of SPO time and resources could result in a pullback in partnerships and collaborations.  

The second concern, new to the current environment, is the sense that  CIC discourages 

partnerships.  On one hand, CIC policy promotes SPOs partnership.  Yet, at an administrative level, 

CIC discourages partnership.  For example, CIC reporting only allows one organization to take credit 

for the work resulting from agency partnership, thereby discouraging collaboration.  Additionally, 

the move away from the Province’s high level coordination means that the CIC application process 

has also become more competitive and less coordinated.   It is changes like these that raise concern 

from SPOs that the highly collaborative environment of Winnipeg’s settlement sector is becoming 

more competitive and less encouraging of collaboration.   

While these threats to the collaborative environment are real, respondents were eager to offer ideas 

around how to build on their partnership efforts and successes.  Six areas of potential growth in 

partnership and collaboration were identified:  

 Advocacy 

 Cross Sector Engagement 

 Schools 

 Professional Bodies 

 Faith Communities  

 Ethno Cultural Communities 

Advocacy 

In Winnipeg it was noted that while organizations partner individually, or work together through 

umbrella organizations, there is additional opportunity to advocate collectively for settlement 

concerns, be they policy or practice related to immigration or settlement services. 

There are examples of collective advocacy work being done in other provinces whose work brings 

concerns, priorities or issues to the attention of all three levels of government.  Winnipeg SPOs could 

strengthen their ability to work collectively or partner with the larger community to ensure 

government policy and practice is meeting the needs of newcomers and the ability of SPOs to do 

their work well. 

Cross Sector Engagement 

One of the partnership areas respondents see great results from is the work being done around 

building connections, communication and action across sectors.    One direct result has been the 

settlement sector’s increased ability to understand and navigate other sectors.  At the same time, 

mainstream services have enhanced their ability to service newcomers.  Examples ofcross sector 

partnerships include UMOJA (newcomer-police relations), NOWAN (refugee health care), and the 

Child and Family Service (CFS)  Newcomer Reference Group.   
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Given all the benefits gained from this cross sector work, respondents believe this level of 

partnership could be enhanced and expanded.  SPOs believe they could better their own services 

with increased connection to government areas including Housing, CFS, Healthy Child Manitoba or 

Employment and Income Assistance.  There is also the potential to connect with other services or 

sectors including post-secondary education institutions or the business community. 

Schools 

Individual schools and school divisions have been playing an increasingly active role in settlement 

support.  While some connections between SPOs and schools exists, it’s believed that those 

connections could be strengthened.  There is opportunity for increased collaboration between 

schools, families and SPOs with all three parties benefiting.    

There were two suggestions made around school and settlement sector partnership.  One 

suggestion was for the Local Immigration Partnership to engage with each school division, possibly 

providing a school division with a representative on the Council in order to create an environment 

that supports more linkages and partnerships.  The second was for SPOs to work with school 

divisions and share best practice or lessons learned around programming.   

Professional Bodies 

Some SPOs see opportunity in connecting with professional bodies to assist in the recognition of 

foreign credentials or to build employment opportunities for newcomers.  There was also a 

suggestion to build stronger partnership with the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce, as rural 

communities have done18 with other Chambers. 

Faith Communities 

There were two different examples of possibilities for developing or enhancing partnerships with 

faith-based organizations and communities.  One possibility included engaging different faith 

communities around support for those newcomers ineligible for government paid services.  Another 

option was to expand the current work around providing housing. Some SPOs are connecting with 

churches to explore options for providing low cost land or buildings from decommissioned churches, 

for newcomer housing development. 

Ethno Cultural Communities 

Many respondents acknowledged that there is a tremendous amount of informal support provided 

within ethno-cultural communities.  There is opportunity to build partnerships and connections with 

ethno-cultural organizations to develop joint programming or support initiatives and ensure ethno-

cultural communities are aware of the settlement services available in the city.    
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 one respondent spoke about the high level of involvement of the Steinbach Chamber of Commerce in housing 
development for newcomers 
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Gaps and Opportunities in Settlement Support 
 

While there is excellent work being done to support individuals and families settling in Winnipeg, 

there are gaps or shortages in the supports offered to immigrants and refugees.  These gaps and 

shortages also highlight opportunities and possibilities for settlement sector. 

There were 11 areas where respondents highlighted gaps or opportunities in settlement services.  

The issues identified are similar to other recent reflections on settlement services19, though 

respondents  highlighted some different concerns and opportunities.  

 Services for CIC Ineligible Clients 

 City of Winnipeg Involvement 

 Mental Health Services 

 Youth Support 

 Professional Development and Knowledge Sharing 

 Interpretation Services 

 Childcare 

 Accessibility of Language Training 

 Housing 

 Mainstream Integration 

 Connecting to Indigenous Community 

Services for CIC Ineligible Clients 

CIC eligibility criteria, and services to those ineligible, became a key issue in Manitoba in 2013 and was 

the most prominent issue of concern raised by respondents in conducting this environment scan.   

The federal government has always had limitations around which newcomers could access 

settlement services.  Current CIC eligibility only includes permanent residents and does not include 

refugee claimants, Temporary Foreign Workers or newcomers who have obtained their Canadian 

citizenship.   

Prior to the cancelation of the CMIA in 2013, Manitoba had gained a national reputation for its good 

work and its settlement services had a wide reach.  This was due to the fact that Manitoba 

coordinated services but also supplied additional funding so that the eligibility criteria were widened 

to include all in need.   The cancelation of the agreement brought a change in Manitoba’s role and 

funding focus and many SPOs lost provincial financial support.   Agencies which predominantly 

received CIC funding no longer had financial support to hire staff or run programming that supported 

ineligible clients.  Without diversified funding, the SPOs were required to honor CIC eligibly criteria 

and shift away from servicing CIC ineligible clients.  As a result, today there has been a significant 
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 Nunavut-Manitoba Settlement Summit November 2014; Case Study: The Realignment of Settlement Services in 
Manitoba 1999-2013 
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reduction in the services for newcomers who do not meet the eligibility criteria.  At times, ineligible 

clients are being referred to mainstream services, already heavily used services. 

The few organizations that are able to continue serving CIC ineligible clients are those with provincial 

funding or high levels of private funding.   Yet even they are restricted by who they can refer their 

clients to, as most of their partner organizations are unable to serve ineligible clients.  Without the 

possibility of wrap-around services available through resource referral, there is worry that the 

services offered could be less effective. 

Many provinces have stepped in to ensure the ineligibility of clients is less of a hindrance to accessing 

services. It was noted that other provinces have continued financial support to settlement services in 

a way that ensures newcomers can access a variety of supports, regardless of their status.20  With 

the ending of CMIA, the Province of Manitoba maintained its support for immigrant labour market 

services, ensuring some of those services are available to all newcomers.  However this has left the 

remaining settlement services in Winnipeg turning ineligible clients away. 

City of Winnipeg Involvement 
Over the decades, the City of Winnipeg has had varying degrees of involvement in immigrant and 

refugee settlement.  In the late 1940s, the establishment of Citizenship Councils called upon 

involvement of all three levels of government, including the City.  Later in the 1990s the City 

established a loan guarantee for private sponsorship.  This was the first of its kind in Canada, a huge 

support to sponsoring families.  The loan guarantee fund lasted just over two decades and stopped 

accepting new applications in 2011.   

Today the city has little or no formal involvement in providing settlement supports.  Those 

interviewed noted that while the Winnipeg Police Services is engaging with SPOs and the newcomer 

community (UMOJA), and individual staff or programs of the City are helpful and supportive, overall 

the city has no intentional or formalized role in the settlement of newcomers in Winnipeg.  The City 

of Winnipeg’s participation in settlement services was seen as a significant gap and important 

opportunity.  Respondents offered suggestions for the Cities’ involvement, from the development of 

City level immigration framework or policy; to the promotion of newcomer engagement within the 

city; to job training or apprentice opportunities; to ideas around the use of public library space and 

city transit.  There is a keen interest to see the City more involved in intentionally servicing and 

supporting newcomers. 

Mental Health Services 

Some excellent mental health and wellness supports for newcomers currently exist in Winnipeg.  

These supports are recognized as critical for the successful settlement of newcomers.   At the same 

time, nearly half of the respondents named gaps or shortages in mental health and wellness 

supports as a critical issue in settlement services.  Many believed mental health and wellness needed 

a stronger focus and funding to support newcomers. 
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 Programs by the governments of British Columbia and Ontario were two examples noted by respondents 
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Part of the gap in service is found in the lack of culturally sensitive mental health and wellness 

supports.  Current supports are largely based in a Western understanding and approach to health 

care.  There is room to develop supports that are more culturally relevant and accessible.  

Respondents also note that newcomers report many difficulties in navigating mainstream mental 

healthcare services.   

Respondents explained there is room for additional support and education for those working 

outside the mental health field, for example for teachers or EAL instructors who are unsure how to 

assess or respond to the mental health needs of their clients or students.  Lastly, there is a gap in 

mental wellness supports for youth and men.  The majority of current services are geared to families 

(parents with their children) and women.  There are limited supports specifically for men and for 

youth to access independently of their families. 

Youth Support 

The need for additional youth programming and support was another shortage identified by several 

respondents.  The concerns centered around integration, transitioning youth and learning. 

The largest concern around youth services is the lack of supports or programming for youth 

transitioning from high school to employment or higher education, namely youth between the ages 

of 16-24.  Some, in this transitional phase are no longer accessing high school supports yet the adult 

supports are not geared to them.  For others just arriving in Winnipeg, the high school environment 

and schedule is at odds with other aspects of their life, including work or family obligations.  There is 

a need to build or enhance programming that supports youth in this stage that is flexible and 

responds to their phase in life and long term goals. 

It is recognized by many that youth participation in recreational programming is incredibly helpful to 

a youth’s social integration and in advoiding social isolation.  There could be additional supports that 

connect newcomer youth with both mainstream society and aboriginal youth through recreational 

programming.     

Regarding education and learning, SPOs have noticed a large demand in homework support.  SPOs, 

schools and ethno-cultural communities are all currently engaged in supporting youth with their 

learning yet the demand for this support remains high.  At the same time, schools are moving toward 

web based learning and newcomer youth need increased access to computers, which means 

increased need for additional computer labs in schools. 

Finally, there was also a suggestion for greater coordination around newcomer youth supports.  It 

was noted that several SPOs, some ethno-cultural communities and various school divisions within 

Winnipeg are offering programming or supports for youth and increased coordination or connection 

could be beneficial.  There could also be a greater effort to coordinate and evaluate work done 

within school divisions.  In many school divisions support for newcomer youth changes significantly 

from school to school.  There could also be learning or shared best practices between SPOs, who 

bring years of experience with successful newcomer programming and supports, and school 

divisions. 
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Professional Development and Knowledge Sharing 

At present there are few opportunities for professional development and knowledge sharing within 

the sector.  There is a desire for continued learning to enhance the capacity of individual SPO staff, as 

well as the organizations themselves, to provide quality newcomer services.  Connected to this is 

succession planning, as long term staff begin to retire and are replaced by those with less experience 

in the sector.  Some respondents requested more opportunity to learn and share knowledge 

together, suggesting annual conferences for the sector for example.  There is similar opportunity to 

engage with those outside the settlement sector who provide supports to newcomers – such as 

those working in education or health.   Work could be done to increase the awareness of newcomer 

needs and experiences and share best practices with those in mainstream service delivery.   

Interpretation Services 

Another area of shortage highlighted in this scan was that of interpretation services.  Several 

organizations have some level of interpretation capacity and formalized programs exist that are 

available to SPOs across the sector (Welcome Place, WHRA).  What remains challenging is that 

interpretation services are exhausted quickly or are not financially accessible to SPOs.  As a result, 

people are not being served in their first language (which can lead to miscommunication) or are 

unable to access programming or services.  One response to this shortage is involving family or 

community members in the interpretation but this practice limits personal privacy, and on occasion, 

the quality of service.  Respondents noted a lack or absence of interpreters within health care, SPOs 

and even at the City of Winnipeg. 

Childcare 

There are two main gaps around the ability of newcomers to access childcare.  The first is the lack of 

availability.  There is little childcare available to newcomers, resulting in their inability to access 

language training, employment programming or other settlement supports.  By and large this affects 

newcomer women who ‘make do’ by piecing together supports or significantly delaying their access 

of settlement services.  This can have a negative impact on their integration and contribute to 

isolation.   

The other gap identified is that childcare is almost entirely located centrally.  As increasing numbers 

of newcomer families live outside of the downtown area, their ability to access childcare is further 

restricted.  CIC has also developed further criteria around what childcare it will provide funding for.  

While in some ways the new criteria have led to improvements in the childcare offered by some 

programs, it has reduced the ability of others to provide any childcare services, thereby reducing the 

amount of child support available.   

Respondents suggested increasing childcare availability, distributing childcare services throughout 

the city and developing creative options such as   respite childcare, adult/child friendly programming 

or integrated childcare supports.  It was also suggested that criteria around child care provision, 

particularly for temporary or intermittent programming or services, become more flexible to ensure 

some level of child care can be made available. 
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Accessibility of Language Training 

EAL training services in Winnipeg are highly developed and have been considered nationally as an 

example of best practice.  There is also a long history of coordination and connection between EAL 

trainers (today done largely through MEALO).  Yet there is still room for improvement or 

development.  This research found a reoccurring theme of the accessibility causing a gap in language 

training.   As noted above, childcare needs and client eligibility were both named as factors that 

reduced newcomers’ ability to access language training.   Additional factors were the location of 

language training, time of training, and occupation specific training.   

The majority of language supports are hosted in Winnipeg’s downtown.  With an increasing number 

of newcomers located outside of the downtown area, transportation to the city centre from 

neighbourhoods with poor public transportation creates a challenge.  Alternatively, some 

respondents called for increasing the language services outside of the downtown area.  

Respondents believe there is also limited language programming offered outside regular business 

hours.    More flexible weekday, evening or weekend language training is recommended for those 

who are not available during regular office hours, when caring for children or work or school 

schedules compete.  Creating more flexibility in language supports would respond do the needs of 

adults and youth.  Finally, it was felt that current language training could become more accessible 

and relevant to specific occupations.  While general EAL training is robust, some believe there is a 

shortage in occupation specific language training.  Again, Winnipeg language training services are 

highly regarded.  The need is in making those services increasingly accessible to newcomers. 

Housing 

There is a current shortage of housing in Winnipeg that meets the needs of many newcomers – that 

being affordable and appropriately sized.  For newcomers arriving or moving out of temporary or 

transitional housing it is difficult to find affordable housing.  At present, many newcomer families are 

also living in overcrowded conditions.  Housing is critical for settlement and it impacts everything 

from the ability to work to registering children for school. 

Respondents felt that there was a need for additional affordable housing and also opportunity to 

partner with those outside the settlement sector to create housing.  One example provided was 

recent work being done to connect with churches that may have the ability to provide land for 

housing projects.  It was also suggested that Manitoba Housing include newcomers and their needs 

in  planning housing development and that the City participate in a more coordinated approach to 

meeting newcomer housing needs. 

Mainstream Integration 

As expressed in some of the gaps identified above and in the reflections on partnerships, 

connections and collaborations across sectors is an opportunity SPOs currently utilize.  These 

connections and collaborations are also seen to have the potential for development and expansion.    

Specifically, further work could be done to contribute to newcomer’s integration and engagement 

with mainstream society.   
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For example, there could be increased effort to partner with the business community, in part, to 

promote employing newcomers, but also to increase the recognition of foreign credentials and to 

encourage utilizing newcomers’ skill or expertise.  It was suggested that collaborations be formed or 

strengthened with professional bodies, the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce, and individual 

businesses.   

Another aspect of integration is civic and political participation.  Most settlement services are geared 

to the initial years of residents in Winnipeg, before individuals have citizenship and can vote.  There is 

a gap in supports that assist people in understanding the electoral system, their voting rights, or the 

process for running for office or speaking with a government representative.   

It was also suggested that SPOs, drawing on their vast experience supporting newcomers and 

utilizing best practices, could assist mainstream organizations or institutions in developing their 

frameworks for integration.  These frameworks could be specific to the organization or institution 

and aid in newcomer integration into the larger Winnipeg community.   

Connecting to Indigenous Communities 
Since the creation of the Province of Manitoba there has been misunderstanding and separation 

between settlers and Indigenous communities.  In Winnipeg today, while many newcomers and 

Indigenous peoples share neighbourhoods, there are stereotypes and prejudices exist between the 

two communities.  Some respondents commented on how shocked they were to see how quickly 

newcomers assumed harmful prejudices and negative stereotypes of indigenous peoples.   

Respondents felt there was a need and opportunity to build connections and understanding 

between newcomer and indigenous communities.  This included developing the information 

newcomers received upon their arrival to Manitoba as well as creating opportunities for connecting 

and awareness building.   

The opportunity for partnership between communities was also named.  Some respondents felt that 

newcomer and Indigenous communities could learn from each other or share resources.  There was 

also the suggestion to build partnerships around issues that are relevant to  both communities.  New 

Journey Housing gave the example of a partnership with Urban Eagle Transition Centre around the 

development of resources. 
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Conclusion 
As a result of Provincial policy over the last eight years, Winnipeg has seen a significant and sustained 

increase in the number of immigrants and refugees welcomed each year.   As immigration to the city 

has evolved and increased, there was a slight increase in settlement services beginning in the 1980s 

and then a much more significant growth in services through the 2000’s.  All the while, evolving 

ethno-cultural communities and faith communities continued to offer support to newcomers to 

Winnipeg.  Today settlement services in Winnipeg are highly regarded across the country and involve 

a number of actors.   

SPOs delivering settlement services have a long history of partnership and collaboration, which they 

find incredibly valuable.  Two years after the move away from high level sector coordination and 

support by the Province, to CIC’s administration focus, SPOs are missing sector level coordination.  

There is a strong hope that the Immigration Partnership Winnipeg will find the resources required to 

fill the gap in sector coordination as quickly as possible.  SPOs also hope to sustain an environment 

that supports collaboration within the sector as they identify several opportunities to partner within 

the sector, across sectors and in ways they trust will strengthen settlement services and the 

integration of newcomers. 

While Manitoba settlement services have a strong reputation for their excellent work, there is 

always opportunity for improvement.  Of the gaps, shortages or limitations to settlement services 

identified, the most notable concern is the limited funding and therefore supports for ineligible 

newcomers.  Beyond this, there were opportunities for growth, specific developments and new 

connections.  Current services around housing, childcare, interpretation and professional 

development or learning opportunities are not meeting the need or demand.  These require 

increased support.   

At the same time, certain areas require the development of new or specific services, such as 

culturally appropriate mental health supports, programming or support for youth ages 16-24, or 

increased accessibility of language programming.   

Finally, there is opportunity to engage with different actors to further the integration of immigrants 

and refugees in Winnipeg.  The City of Winnipeg was identified as a significant potential partner that 

could develop an intentional role in newcomer support and integration.  There is also opportunity to 

build connection and understanding between newcomers and both Indigenous communities and 

mainstream society. 

Winnipeg settlement services have never been so robust.  In this time of transition and continued 

growth in immigration, SPOs seem committed to their work, their own learning, and building 

connections within and outside of the settlement sector.  It is important, as demands on these 

services increase, that SPOs have the appropriate resources to deliver services and that sector 

coordination develops to ensure SPOs are working together effectively and efficiently.   
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ORGANIZATIONS/SERVICE PROVIDERS 
 

 Hospitality House Refugee Ministry 

 House of Peace 

 Immigrant and Refugee Community 
Organization of Manitoba 

 Living Gospel Church 

 Neighbourhood Immigrant Settlement 
Workers 

 New Journey Housing 

 Manitoba Interfaith Immigration 
Council Inc. 

 West End Commons 

 A & O Support Services for Older Adult 
Immigrants          

 Accueil Francophone 

 African Communities of Manitoba Inc. 

 Aurora Family Therapy Centre 

 Boys and Girls Clubs of Winnipeg 

 EDGE Skills Centre 

 English Online 

 Entry Program (Altered Minds) 

 Enhanced English Skills for Employment 

 Family Dynamics                                      

 Immigrant Centre  

 Islamic Social Service Association 

 Jewish Child and Family Service 

 Klinic Community Health 

 Louis Riel School Division 

 Manitoba Institute of Trades & 
Technology 

 Manitoba Construction Sector Council 

 Manitoba Nurses Union 

 Manitoba School Improvement Project  

 Manitoba Start (Employment Solutions 
for Immigrants Inc.) 

 Manitoba English as an Additional 
Language Organizations 

 Mennonite Central Committee                                    

 MFL Occupational Health Centre Inc.  

 MOSAIC                                           

 Mount Carmel Clinic                             

 Newcomers Employment & Education 
Development Services Inc. 

 New Directions                                                  

 Nor'west Co-op - NISP 

 Opportunities for Employment 

 Pembina Trails School Division 

 Pluri-Elles 

 Rainbow Resource Centre 

 Red River College                                  

 River East Transcona School Division  

 Salvation Army Barbara Mitchell Family 
Resource Centre 

 SEED Winnipeg Inc. 

 Sexuality Education Resource Centre 
Manitoba   

 Seven Oaks School Division 

 Society for Manitobans with Disabilities  

 Spence Neighbourhood Association             

 Success Skills Centre 

 United Food and Commercial Workers 
Union 

 University of Manitoba Adult EAL 
Program for Newcomers                                 

 The University of Winnipeg Global 
Welcome Centre  

 The University of Winnipeg English for 
Specific Purposes Program 

 Winnipeg English Language Assessment 
and Referral Centre 

 West Central Women's Resource Centre  

 Winnipeg Central Park Women's 
Resource Centre 

 Winnipeg Child and Family Services           

 Winnipeg Public Library 

 Winnipeg School Division                             

 Winnipeg Regional Health Authority 

 YMCA-YWCA of Winnipeg             

 Youville Centre 
 


